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WHO IS WHO
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Erica Lofquist

Unit Manager Education

Els De Stercke

Change Manager
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PROGRAM

09:30 Introduction

09:45 Testimonials

10:00 How to realize a higher ROI when 

implementing Office 365?

11:10 Break

11:30 How to realize successful user adoption when 

implementing Office 365?

13:00 Lunch



The migration to MS Office 365 at

NV VAN TROOSTENBERGHE

Testimonials



We asked some employees about 

their experiences



The migration to MS Office 365 at

NV VAN TROOSTENBERGHE

Reflection



HOW TO REALIZE A

HIGHER ROI

WHEN IMPLEMENTING OFFICE 365?



WHICH PORTION OF YOUR BENEFIT 

DEPENDS ON ADOPTION AND USAGE?

WHAT PERCENTAGE OF THE BENEFIT 

WILL YOU GET IF NO ONE CHANGES HOW 

THEY DO THEIR JOB?

PROJECT BENEFITS



Qualitative solutions on-

time, in-scope and within-

budget

Solutions meeting 

expectations and being 

used efficiently

Achieve expected ROI 

that was the initial trigger 

for the project

Achieve strategic 

objectives by doing the 

right things right

WHAT IS 

SUCCESS?



SUCCESSFUL CHANGE

© Prosci

Installation

Realisation





AWARENESS

DESIRE

KNOWLEDGE

ABILITY

REINFORCEMENT



USER ADOPTION

Speed of adoption

Ultimate utilization

Proficiency



CHANGE MANAGEMENT is a discipline 

and enabling framework to manage the 

people side of change for the change to 

happen faster, more successful and 

remain permanent.

Delivering the people-dependent

results, outcomes and ROI.



70

% projects fail due to lack of 

User Adoption
(Forrester)

Sponsorship
#1 reason for failure of projects

(Prosci)

70
% organizations do not 

prepare managers and 

supervisors with CM skills
(Prosci)

23

% agile projects with 

dedicated CM budget 
(Prosci)

25

% agile projects have a 

formal CM plan
(Prosci)

44
% agile projects have a 

project team for the 

transition
(Prosci)

94

% projects met objectives 

with excellent CM program
(Prosci)

20
% managers are effective at managing 

resistance
(Prosci)



PROSCI® FACTS
4



HOW DO YOU KEEP USERS ENGAGED? 

WHAT CONCRETE STEPS SHOULD YOU

TAKE?



BUSINESS PRODUCTIVITY ROADMAP

Kick-off 
meeting

Stakeholders

Core users

Discovery 
session

Business 
requirements 
workshops

Architectural 
analysis

People are 
key 
workshops

Business 
value 
prioritization

Project 
Roadmap

• Improving internal communication

• Working together more efficiently

• Searching and securing

• Social computing

• Manage personal reaction to change

• How to help others through change

• Assess your organization’s capability to change



• Why are we changing?

• What are we changing?

• How ready for the change is the organization?

• How big is the change?

• Who has to do something differently because of the change?

• How are those who have to do something differently 

impacted?

• Do the people know how to change?

• Can they effectively make the change?

• What information and resources to they need to change?

IMPLEMENT

• How will we communicate?

• How will we set an example?

• How will we make it urgent?

• How will we make it desirable?

• How will we teach?

• Who will be teaching?

• What makes it easy?

• How can they practice?

• What are the short-term wins?

• What makes it sustainable?



• Define Strategy

• Build Team

• Sponsorship

• Build Change Management plans

• Implement plans

• Collect & analyze feedback

• Diagnose gaps & manage resistance

• Implement corrections

IMPLEMENT



SPONSORSHIP & SPONSOR ROADMAP – MORE THAN A SIGNATURE



MANAGER’S ROLE IN THE CHANGE

• CLARC



CHANGE COMPETENCY - PROJECT ECM



BREAK



HOW TO REALIZE

SUCCESSFUL USER ADOPTION

WHEN IMPLEMENTING OFFICE 365?



COMMUNICATION PLAN



COMMUNICATION PLAN



COMMUNICATION PLAN

Main goal:
Build awareness of the need for change

Reinforce the change

If it’s not broke, 

don’t fix it
What’s wrong 

with what we 

are doing now?

They never tell 

us what’s going 

on!

We have been 

doing it this way 

for years



COMMUNICATION PLAN - DESIGN



Identification of 
impacted 
groups

Identification of 
key messages 

and timing

Determine 
content 

packaging, 
delivery method, 
frequency and 

sender

Presentation of 
communication 
plan to project 
team, primary 

sponsor, 
stakeholders

COMMUNICATION PLAN - DESIGN



COMMUNICATION PLAN - DESIGN



What will 
change?

Why is this 
change 

necessary?

Why is this 
change 

happening 
now?

What will 
happen if we 

don’t 
change?

What’s in it 
for me?

COMMUNICATION PLAN - CONTENT

ANSWERS



• Frequency of communication

• One-way communication

• Credibility of the sender

• Presenting it as an IT project

• Not communicating the reason to migrate

COMMUNICATION PLAN - PITFALLS



COMMUNICATION PLAN



Input Tom



ALPRO OFFICE 365 POSTER & FLYER CAMPAIGN











Input Tom



EXAMPLE: GREENOAK @ REALDOLMEN



EXAMPLE: GREENOAK @ REALDOLMEN



EXAMPLE: GREENOAK @ REALDOLMEN



TRAINING PLAN



Who?

When?

Where?

What?

How?





COACHING PLAN

ENABLING SPONSORS AND COACHES TO MANAGE 

RESISTANCE



• Coaching plan defines how to support managers and supervisors during the change and how they will 

interact with front-line employees.

COACHING PLAN



STEP 1: ENSURE THAT THE NECESSARY SPONSORSHIP AND COMMUNICATION 

ACTIVITIES ARE IN PLACE

“I have not heard of any changes going 

on. What do you know that I do not 

know?”

“The senior leader for our area has not 

mentioned this change. Perhaps we are 

not going to be impacted by this 

project.”

“We have a lot of changes underway 

already, and I am not sure that this 

change has priority in our area.”

Building competences with managers and 

supervisors to lead change will be 

problematic if the responses from 

managers include:



We must allow managers to make a 

personal choice to support the changes 

underway before we attempt to train 

them on change management tools and 

processes.

Learning to manage change

Engaging in a particular change



STEP 2: PREPARE MANAGERS TO LEAD CHANGE WITH THEIR EMPLOYEES

List the changes underway that

impact you or your groups

Do you know why these changes 

are being made and how they

align with the direction of the

organisation? (Yes/No)

Do you understand how this

change will impact your direct 

reports? (Yes/No)



Coaching is more than

knowledge sharing!

Leadership,

Personal Development,

Mentoring,

Planning,

…



• At what point in the change process is each employee?

How can I help my employees through the change process?

STEP 3: ENABLE MANAGERS TO INTRODUCE, MANAGE AND REINFORCE 

CHANGE WITH THEIR EMPLOYEES



LINK WITH EDUCATION SERVICES



THE EDUCATION SWISS POCKET KNIFE



>

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hlIjR2DU5oc


https://sway.office.com/zD19Sk5F9iVG9vK8

https://sway.office.com/zD19Sk5F9iVG9vK8


Q&A


